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Accountabilityy and Transparency
p
y in
Forest Governance

Accountability exists when:
The p
performance of tasks or functions byy an individual or bodyy is
subject to another’s oversight, direction or request that they provide
information or justification for their actions.
Concept of accountability involves two distinct stages:
Answerability – obligation of the government, its agencies and public
provide information about their decisions/actions
/
to the
officials to p
public and to institutions tasked with providing oversight.
Enforcement
f
– suggests that
h the
h public
bl or the
h institution responsible
bl
for accountability can sanction the offending party or remedy the
contravening behavior

Source: World Bank

Forms of accountability (types of accountability exercised and/or person or institution the
public official answers to)
Horizontal accountability – capacity of a network of relatively autonomous institutions tto
question and eventually punish improper ways of discharging the responsibilities of a given
official.
ÎChecks and balances; together 3 branches of government provide on‐going oversight;
requirement to report sideways
Tools: public hearings, committee investigations, giving voice and means through which
citizens can question government and seek parliamentary sanctioning where appropriate
Aided by secondary autonomous institutions of accountability: ombudsman offices, anti‐
corruption commissions, human rights commissions, supreme audit

Key Conditions Determining Outcomes of an Ombudsman’s Work
External Conditions
Rule of law

State of the Rule of Law
Stability of the country
country’ss
institutional framework
Politics

Dynamic
Conditions

Conflict history
Political Sensitivity
State behavior
Political culture and
ideology

Legal Standing

Strength of the
Ombudsman’ss Legal
Ombudsman
standing and functional
Authority
Style
Ombudsman’s Work Style,
Ethics Independence
Ethics,
and Integrity

Source: Diaw 2008

Internal Conditions

Structural
Conditions

Vertical accountability – means through which citizens
citizens, mass
media and civil society seek to enforce standards of good
performance on officials in the context of a hierarchical
relationship
Command
C
d responsibility;
ibilit Top‐down
T d
principal‐agent
i i l
relationship
Principal delegates to the agent and agent is accountable to
direct superiors in the chain of command.
Tool for sanctioning: Direct action against wrong‐doing

Social (society‐driven) accountability – relies on civic engagement, ordinary
citizens and civil society organizations participate directly or indirectly in exacting
accountability.
accountability
No hierarchical relation between actor and forum; no formal obligations to
render
d account.
Accountability mechanisms can be initiated by the state, citizens or both, but
often demand‐driven and bottom‐up.
Renderingg account basicallyy on a voluntaryy basis with no intervention on the p
part
of the principal.
Tools: Involve citizens in the oversight and control of government.
Citizen report cards, social audits, participatory budget analysis; citizen advisory
boards that fulfill public functions ( e.g. auditing government expenditures or
supervising procurement)

Questions
• In your organizations, what mechanisms and
promote accountability?
y
tools are used to p
• A
Are there
h
challenges
h ll
and
d constraints
i to the
h
effective functioning of these mechanisms?
• H
How are you using
i communications
i ti
and
d
technology to strengthen accountability?
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